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Basically HISDA (Healys Integrated Self defense Academy ) operates under a separate ABN and 
business name than YJD (Yun Jung do).
 
All martial arts members of HISDA are members under the ABN number 
defense Academy ( Healy's Health ABN 50
with  Yun Jung Do but as a distinct separate business 
 
Transactions are conducted between HISDA and YJD for taxation purposes and recorded 

accordingly. 

 

THE MARTIAL BUSINESS IS OWNED BY GRAHAM HEALY OPERATING AS HISDA

have duel qualifications. 

1) Certification of YJD signed off by Grandmaster Yun 

2)Certification of HISDA signed off

 

So the Student is Recognized by BOTH .

Also HISDA has several other INTEGRATED ENTITIES like ICS (integrated Combat solutions) and 

Healy’s Boxing Academy . These 

 

RECOGNITION ? 

is completely relevant to who is signing the certificates and what their background and 

qualifications are that represent that signature .

 

Master Graham Healy’s Qualifications link here 

Background link below  

https://www.healyshealth.com/grahams

 

Grandmaster Yun Qualifications and background here 

https://www.healyshealth.com/videos
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